
Versatile.  
Durable.  
Powerful.

Slug-Out™ Knockout Mechanical Driver
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Slug-Out™ Knockout Mechanical Driver

Tactile grip— 
Allows for better 
control when in use

Dual drive— 
Allows unit to be 
driven from both 
sides and any angle

Universal draw stud design— 
works with most competitive 
draw studs to provide 
maximum jobsite versatility

All metal construction—
Provides maximum 
durability in tough job 
site conditions

Enhance the tool you own with 

the new Gardner Bender® 

Slug-Out Knockout Driver. 

Turn your ordinary everyday 

cordless drill into a powerful 

knockout driver. You win—with 

the versatile dual drive, 

durable all metal construction 

and powerful gear design! 

Save time, hassle and money, 

with Gardner Bender.
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This feature-rich driver delivers  
every time because it is:

•	Versatile: ready to use quickly in any  
environment with dual-drive functionality 

•	Durable: with precision gearing and an all metal housing,  
this driver was made with heavy-use in mind... Jobsite STRONG!

•	Powerful: as an addition to your drill, it puts all the power to make 
clean holes right in your hands

•	All of these Features mean increased productivity for the user.

The Gardner Bender mechanical driver is a compact, light-weight 

and	field-serviceable	knockout	tool	operated	by	a	single	person.	

Hydraulic drivers require hoses, seals, larger size tools and most 

need two people to operate.

Perfect for tight places

Multiple angles

Self-centering punch and die

3/8" Dual square drive

Tactile grip

NO HYDRAULICS, 
NO LEAKS!

Product Available Part # Description

KOMD1
Slug-Out Knockout Driver
Includes: mechanical driver,  
case and draw stud

KOM520A

Slug-Out Knockout Driver 
Includes: mechanical driver,  
1/2"–2" knockout set, adapter, 
step bit, case and draw stud

KOM540A

Slug-Out Knockout Driver 
Includes: mechanical driver,  
1/2"–4" knockout set, adapter, 
step bit, case and draw stud
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